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Print on Demand *****.Reliable prediction of mine stability,
surface subsidence, mine water inflow, and mine gas emissions
is essential not only for improving mine safety and reducing
coal production costs, but also for assessing and managing the
environmental impact of mining. This paper describes an
integrated approach to simulation and prediction of mining-
induced surface subsidence, mine groundwater inflow, aquifer
interference, and mine gas emission. It involves a combination
of site geological, geotechnical, and hydrogeological
characterization; study of surface subsidence and subsurface
rock caving mechanisms; monitoring of pore pressure changes
of the surrounding strata, mine water inflows, and mine gas
emission; and three-dimensional (3-D) numerical modeling.
Central to this integrated approach is a 3-D computer code
called COSFLOW developed by CSIRO Exploration and Mining
of Australia in collaboration with NEDO and JCOAL of Japan to
address the coal mine-related issues. COSFLOW incorporates
unique features (e.g., Cosserat continuum formulation) that
make it ideal for simulating coal mining-related issues and
examining the interaction between rock fracture, aquifer
interference and water flow, and gas emission.
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe-- Gia nni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn-- Alfor d K ihn
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